Gardening

Bowsaws / Blades / Pressure Sprayers

Bowsaws

DESCRIPTION

A compact range of tubular steel framed bowsaws
with a design to suit most applications, and
available in four options with replacement blades.
The bowsaws perform equally well when cutting
dry wood and green timbers. They are suitable
for gardeners, builders, farmers and DIY users
etc. The ‘Foresters’ bowsaw has a sharper taper
than the ‘Roofers’ model and is ideal for accessing
and cutting amongst branches and undergrowth.
The simple lever tensioner design makes blade
replacement easier. Each bowsaw is supplied
complete with a protective plastic blade sleeve.

BLADE LENGTH Ex VAT Inc VAT

A FAIBOW21R

Roofers

530mm (21in)

£9.28

£11.14

B FAIBOW21F

Foresters

530mm (21in)

£9.28

£11.14

C FAIBOW24

Bowsaw

600mm (24in)

£9.79

£11.75

D FAIBOW30

Large Bowsaw

755mm (30in)

£10.89 £13.07

Spare Blades

A

B

C

D

BLADE LENGTH Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAIBOW21BL

530mm (21in)

£2.78

£3.34

FAIBOW24BL

600mm (24in)

£3.30

£3.96

FAIBOW30BL

755mm (30in)

£3.80

£4.56

PRESSURE SPRAYERS

These sprayers are suitable for use with most water based garden
chemicals and are a ‘must’ for spraying applications around the
garden, greenhouse and vegetable plots. Manufactured from
shatterproof and frost resistant materials and equipped with a
pressure release safety valve and adjustable spray nozzles with
a trigger lock for continuous use when required.

Pressure Sprayer

A handy sized sprayer with a powerful
pump action, supplied complete with
two adjustable brass nozzles, one
straight and one angled. Its small size
makes this hand sprayer
ideal for use around the
garden, greenhouse
or home.
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LITRE

Pressure Sprayer
This sprayer features a flexible
130cm hose and 56cm lance
fitted with an adjustable spray
nozzle, allowing easy access
to most areas of the garden.
The sprayer is quickly
pressurised by repeatedly
depressing the pump handle
and is supplied with a handy
shoulder strap for singlehanded use if preferred.
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LITRE
FAISPRAY2
£12.94 Ex VAT
£15.53 Inc VAT

280

FAISPRAY5
£22.29 Ex VAT
£26.75 Inc VAT

Replacement Parts

Service Kit

FAISPRAY5K
£3.58 Ex VAT £4.30 Inc VAT

B

Replacement
Lance & Trigger

FAISPRAY5LA
£4.14 Ex VAT £4.97 Inc VAT

